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Abstract—FPGA bitstream encryption and authentication can
be defeated by various techniques and it is critical to understand
how these vulnerabilities enable extraction and tampering of commercial FPGA bitstreams. We exploit the physical vulnerability
of bitstream encryption keys to readout using failure analysis
equipment and conduct an end-to-end bitstream tamper attack.
Our work underscores the feasibility of supply chain bitstream
tampering and the necessity of guarding against such attacks in
critical systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Bitstream encryption and authentication secure FPGAs
against counterfeiting, intellectual property (IP) theft, and
bitstream tampering attacks [1]. However, architectural flaws,
side-channel analysis, and failure analysis techniques can
undermine bitstream protection schemes. Considered together
with bitstream editing and reverse engineering tools, these
weaknesses suggest that supply chain tampering attacks on
FPGAs are feasible. Recent publications affirm this threat:
bitstream tampering has been able to sabotage cryptographic
engines [2] and bypass the system-level root-of-trust in Cisco
routers [3].
We perform an end-to-end attack to study how an attacker
with temporary physical access to an FPGA system could tamper its bitstream. Modern FPGAs include hashing algorithms
in bitstream loading circuitry to verify bitstream authenticity.
The security of such a scheme is rooted in an on-device
symmetric key that can only be read by bitstream loading logic
and is hardened against side-channels, but can be extracted
with failure analysis techniques. Possession of this key enables
decryption and modification of a target bitstream.
We extract the key from a commercial FPGA and insert
a trojan circuit in empty space in the decrypted bitstreams.
Our trojan could give attackers a remotely-accessible foothold
in otherwise secure systems. We re-package the tampered
bitstream and show that the FPGA loads it without complaint.
II. BACKGROUND
A. FPGA bitstream protection
Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are composed of
reconfigurable logic elements that get “programmed” by a
bitstream. Many FPGAs do not have internal non-volatile
memory (NVM), so bitstreams are stored in external NVM and
loaded during boot [1]. However, external NVM can be written
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Fig. 1. Overview of FPGA secure boot process. If the packaged and computed
digests match, the bitstream is deemed authentic and boot proceeds. If the
digests do not match, boot is aborted.

or read by other components in a system (e.g., application
processors) or by physical adversaries, so bitstreams must be
encrypted to prevent intellectual property theft and cloning and
authenticated to prevent tampering and Trojan insertion [1].
Xilinx’s 7-series bitstream protection (Fig. 1) is typical of
modern FPGAs. An HMAC digest is generated for a bitstream
and the HMAC key is packaged in the encrypted portion of
the bitstream. The encryption key is then written to FPGA
eFuse ROM or battery-backed RAM (BBRAM) [4]. On boot,
the FPGA decrypts the bitstream, extracts the HMAC key and
verifies the HMAC digest using dedicated bitstream loading
circuitry. If HMAC verification fails, the boot is aborted.
Unfortunately, researchers have found and exploited several
vulnerabilities that undermine this protocol. Several compromise both confidentiality and integrity by learning the
bitstream encryption key; since the encryption key protects
the authentication key as shown in Fig. 2, knowledge of the
former implies knowledge of the latter.
B. Key extraction via thermal laser stimulation
Laser stimulation is a class of contactless fault isolation
techniques that measures the effect of laser radiation on a
device under test (DUT). The laser’s effect, and suitability
for different attacks, depends on its photon energy. In thermal
laser stimulation (TLS) the photon energy is below the silicon
band gap and thus cannot generate photocarriers. This ensures,
for example, that SRAM contents can be imaged without
disturbing stored values.
To generate an image with TLS, a small voltage is applied
to supply pins and current flow is monitored while a laser is
scanned over silicon substrate in a raster pattern. The laser
penetrates bulk silicon and causes supply current fluctuations

Manipulation of encrypted bitstreams has also been explored. Swierczynski et al. proved that tampering encrypted
bitstreams can enable key extraction from AES engines [11].
However, bitstream authentication effectively prevents this
attack.
D. Other bitstream protection weaknesses

Fig. 2. Xilinx 6- and 7-series bitstream format. The encrypted portion of the
bitstream is decrypted using a key written to special FPGA memory when
the bitstream is programmed. Each FPGA can receive a unique encryption
key to prevent cloning. The HMAC authentication key (AKEY) is stored in
the encrypted portion of the bitstream. Thus, so long as the encryption key
remains secret, the bitstream is protected from reverse engineering, cloning,
and tampering.

due to the Seebeck effect [5] and Optical Beam Induced
Resistance Change (OBIRCH) [6]. For a detailed explanation
of TLS and TLS imaging of SRAM, we refer the reader to
the excellent work of Lohrke et al. [7].
TLS can extract bitstream encryption keys from FPGA
BBRAM in mere minutes and many modern FPGAs are
believed vulnerable [7]. We demonstrate TLS key extraction
in this study to draw attention to this potent and widespread
threat. FPGA BBRAM is an ideal target for TLS attacks for
several reasons:
• Many modern FPGAs are packaged as bare-die or lidded
flip-chips [6], obviating the need for tedious and damaging depackaging steps. Previous experiments [7] have
extracted FPGA BBRAM without any sample preparation, including silicon bulk thinning. This significantly
reduces attack complexity and time requirements.
• BBRAM contents are maintained using a coin-cell battery
and separate power terminals. This creates an optimal
low-noise TLS signal when imaging BBRAM.
• BBRAM cells use relatively large transistors (approximately ten times minimum cell size) to increase reliability
and stretch coin cell battery life [7]. This makes them
easier to image using a laser spot larger than the minimum
feature width in an FPGA [8]. Non-standard BBRAM cell
sizes may also help adversaries to more quickly localize
BBRAM.
C. Bitstream tampering attacks
Even rudimentary bitstream editing capabilities can facilitate critical exploits against real targets: Kataria et al.
demonstrate a 15-byte bitstream modification that bypasses
Cisco’s FPGA-based secure boot [3], and Swierczynski et al.
undermine a FIPS-certified USB device by modifying AES
S-boxes stored in block RAM [2]. Tools like TORC [9] and
BITMAN [10] enable such direct bitstream editing.

Several methods besides TLS can extract bitstream encryption keys and enable tampering. We summarize these here
to emphasize that the threat we demonstrate impacts many
FPGAs and applies in various threat models.
1) Side-channel bitstream key extraction: Researchers have
successfully extracted encryption keys from multiple Xilinx [12]–[14] and Intel [15], [16] device families using power
and electromagnetic (EM) side channels. Decryption cores in
newer FPGAs are hardened against side channel attacks [17],
but many older FPGA families are still widely used in safetycritical systems [18] and are trivially exploitable.
2) Architectural flaws: An alleged “backdoor” was found
in the JTAG circuit of one Microsemi FPGA. The flaw enabled
bitstream readback, key readout, tamper attacks, and changes
to low-level silicon configuration [19].
More recently, Ender et al. disclosed an architectural flaw
affecting 7-series and Virtex 6 devices [18]. The attack abuses
a configuration register that is not cleared on reset to turn the
FPGA into a decryption oracle, then use the decryption oracle
to encrypt an arbitrary bitstream and bypass authentication.
An end-to-end exploit of this vulnerability would require 6-12
hours depending on bitstream size.
3) Failure analysis techniques: TLS is not the only failure
analysis technique capable of undermining bitstream protections. Encryption key readout using a focused ion beam (FIB)
is suggested in [20], though such an attack has not been
demonstrated. Tajik et al. extract a plaintext bitstream using
electro-optical probing [8]. Their analysis enables IP theft
and cloning but does not enable bitstream tampering. [21]
discusses how several contactless imaging techniques could be
applied to SRAM readout and demonstrates that Laser Logic
State Imaging (LLSI) based on Electro-Optical Frequency
Mapping (EOFM) can read BBRAM keys.
III. T HREAT MODEL
We study a system containing an SRAM FPGA. Such
systems are used in critical infrastructure, aviation, defense,
etc. and their security is of great consequence. Bitstream encryption and authentication are enabled but can be undermined
as discussed in Sections II-B and II-D.
Our adversary has temporary physical access to the system
and aims to tamper its bitstream, e.g., to cause denial of service, undermine cryptography [22], create software-exploitable
hardware flaws [23], create bit flips to aid in reverse engineering activities [11], etc. Such an attack is possible at any
point after bitstream and encryption key installation. Electronic
systems pass through many hands between assembly and enduser and the feasibility of supply chain “interdiction” attacks
has been demonstrated [2], [24].
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Fig. 3. Stages in hard-HMAC bitstream tamper attack.

For TLS key extraction, an adversary would prepare for
their attack by localizing a target device’s BBRAM and
writing image comparison programs [7] so that at attack
time, the target can be imaged quickly and images can be
automatically processed to recover the encryption key. The
necessary failure analysis equipment could be rented for an
estimated $300/hr [7] or a makeshift laser scanning setup could
be constructed for an estimated $100k [25].
We assume our adversary is capable of basic bitstream
manipulation using tools like BITMAN [21].
IV. M ETHODS
The steps in an end-to-end attack against hard authentication
are summarized in Fig. 3. We follow the procedure outlined by
Lohrke et al. [7] to extract the bitstream key from BBRAM using TLS, then use standard encryption and hashing algorithms
to decrypt and re-package the bitstream.
A. Experimental setup
We target a Xilinx XC7K70T, a 7-series bare-die flip chip
that implements a hard authentication core and AES-CBC
encryption. We write a random, unknown encryption key to
BBRAM. The legitimate bitstream contains an Ethernet PHY
and a serial module for intra-system communication.
Our TLS setup uses a PHEMOS-1000 laser scanning microscope with a 1300 nm wavelength and 50x magnification
lens. To read the BBRAM key, we transfer BBRAM to a 1.5 V
benchtop power supply with current monitoring capability.
B. Key extraction
Emulating an adversary’s preparation, we used publiclyavailable documents, information from Xilinx’s layout planner,
and images published in prior works [7] to localize our target’s
BBRAM. We verified that the logical-spatial mapping of
BBRAM bits matched prior literature [7], then imaged an allzero key to obtain a reference for image analysis algorithms
as suggested by [7].
Then, we programmed the FPGA with an unknown random
key. BBRAM was transferred from battery power to our
current-monitoring power supply and a TLS image of the
FPGA substrate was generated as described in Section II-B.
The captured image was compared against our all-zero reference to extract the key.
C. Bitstream decryption
We use the extracted key and a standard AES-CBC implementation to decrypt the bitstream. The unencrypted header is
parsed to obtain the decrypted word count (dwc) and AESCBC initialization vector (IV ). Then, for each 16-byte block

Fig. 4. a) Initial ETHMAC design place and route view in Vivado FPGA
design software. b) Binary configuration analysis plotting row and column
resource usage to identify unused areas for Trojan insertion in a bitstream.

Algorithm 1 Insert trojan circuit into bitstream
1: Input: Decrypted bitstream BD , Required trojan area AT arget , Trojan bitstream
Tj

2: Output: Tampered bitstream BDM
3: procedure M ODIFY(BD , AT arget )
4:
AU nused ← 0
5:
while AU nused < AT arget do
6:
scan BD for unused resources
7:
AU nused ← Union(AU nused , resources)
8:
Tj ← trojan circuit design
9:
Constrain Tj to AU nused
10:
BDT j ← GenerateBitstream(Tj )
11:
BDM ← BD ∪ BDT j
12:
Disable CRC in bitstream header
13:
Return: BDM

in BE , the block is bitwise-mirrored then decrypted using
AES-CBC.
D. Bitstream tampering
We parse BD according to vendor documentation [26] and
note the row, column, and minor address of populated bitstream frames. Contiguous areas of unused fabric are candidate
sites for our trojan circuit. Unused frame addresses are used as
placement constraints in CAD tools. Algorithm 1 summarizes
this process. Fig. 4 illustrates our utilization analysis. For
our proof of concept, we create necessary trojan routing
and placement constraints in the Vivado GUI so that indepth reverse engineering of switch matrix connections is not
required. We generate a bitstream containing only our trojan
circuit, then logically OR frame write commands in the trojan
bitstream with the original.
Our malicious circuit, “PadLeech”, connects to an FPGA
pin (in this case, a UART interface) as shown in Fig. 5 and
to the FPGA’s Internal Configuration Access Port (ICAP).
The circuit snoops UART signals until it receives its trigger
sequence, then forwards all received data to the ICAP. Such
a trojan would be useful in a system where the UART is
connected to a CPU: an adversary could use software exploits
to gain code execution on the CPU, then control the UART
interface and remotely reprogram the FPGA.

Fig. 5. PadLeech attack. a) Design as exists in initial bitstream, b) Design after
PadLeech bitstream modification to insert hardware Trojan remotely controlled
using existing design I/O.
Fig. 7. Bitstream analysis of a) ETHMAC design before tampering, b) Trojan
circuit connected to a UART pin, and c) Tampered ETHMAC design. Regions
with all zeros (i.e., unused resources) are shown in black. Colored areas are
used FPGA resources and brightness indicates the intensity of configuration
bits.

B. Bitstream tampering
Fig. 7 compares resource utilization of the untampered design with the trojan-inserted design. The Trojan-only bitstream
is shown in Fig. 7(b) and the tampered bitstream is shown in
Fig. 7(c).
We validated our trojan circuit by transmitting its trigger
sequence to the relevant UART port and sending commands
to the ICAP that reconfigured GPIO connections on the board.
The GPIO ports were reconfigured as expected.
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VII. C ONCLUSION
Fig. 6. Xilinx XCK70T-676 FPGA BBRAM localization microscope images
at a) 5x, b) 20x, c) 50x objectives. d) BBRAM key extraction using thermal
laser stimulation technique from [7]. e) BBRAM key decoding of a 32-bit
section.

E. Bitstream re-packaging
To complete the end-to-end attack, dwc is updated to
accommodate changes in bitstream length and a new HMAC
digest is generated for the tampered bitstream. The tampered
bitstream is assembled according to Fig. 2 with a new HMAC
and HMAC key (which need not equal the legitimate key), and
the bitstream body is re-encrypted using the key extracted from
BBRAM. The tampered bitstream is written to NVM and we
verify that the the FPGA boots the tampered bitstream without
error.
V. R ESULTS
A. TLS images
Images of the BBRAM cells at magnifications of 5x to
50x are shown in Fig. 6(a)-(c). The random unknown key is
depicted in Fig. 6(d), and Fig. 6(e) illustrates a decoded 32-bit
key segment.

We demonstrate the feasibility of an end-to-end tampering
attack on modern FPGAs. We used TLS to image a bitstream
encryption key in Kintex Ultrascale BBRAM, then processed
the images to extract the key. We used the key to decrypt the
bitstream and used basic bitstream manipulation to insert a
trojan circuit. We verified that the FPGA loads our tampered
bitstream and that the trojan works as expected. Our work
highlights a significant threat to FPGA-based systems used in
critical real-world applications.
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